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gebaur was shot down on his 99th mission and was listed as missing in action but he was eventually presumed
dead. gebaur in 1936 graduated from kan-sas city’s northeast high school, where he was active in the reserve
officer training corps. he became a career air force officer and deployed to korea ... fred b. phleger
(1909-1993) papers, - marjorie temple phleger first wrote a survival book, pilot down, presumed dead. in
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1960 red tag comes back. he and his wife published you will live under the sea and off to the races in 1966. 5
marjorie phleger died on february 15, 1986. national transportation safety board - ntsb - the pilot made a
distress call just before the ... when the vessel was recovered days later, the deckhand9 ’s body was
discovered inside the wreckage; the pilot is presumed to be dead. approximately 200 gallons of diesel oil w ere
released into the river. ... the pilot looked down to the main deck to ensure that his ves sel was not taking ...
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capt robert e laden – 1lt robert a mitchell - 1lt robert a mitchell – brooklyn, ny first lieutenant mitchell was
a veteran of world war ii. in korea, he was the co-pilot. ... all were listed as missing in action and were
presumed dead on november 15, 1955. ssgt roscoe george becker - tillamook, or ... shooting down the aircraft.
co-pilot jules e. young and navigator james l. picucci were ... time of the aces-marine pilots in the
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his third flight. aircraft ac-cident f +w?t. - collections - touched down about 2,800 feet beyond the
displaced threshold of the9,191-foot usable part ... 2 persons are missing and presumed dead. the other
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and landing at maui. nextpage livepublish page 2 of 2 ... the captain performed the nonflying pilot duties.
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